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Find someone who…
Find someone who….
Find someone who…
Find someone who…
Find someone who…
remembers poem/song that was recited/sang to him/her when a small child – “I remember ...” What was it?
Recite it. Sing it! 

can provide end rhymes that will fit this pattern:
a, b, c, d, e, e
and knows what the “e, e” rhyme is called.
can create a tongue twister of at least eleven words using the middle initial of your first name.
can list five sound words that describe a stormy autumn day. 
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can create a complimentary metaphor by completing this and saying it to someone, “You are a ____________ when you ____________”.
can complete this simile by complimenting someone in the room – “Your smile is LIKE ____________.”
has a favourite poem and will tell you what it is and why it is a favourite.
can explain to you the difference between prose and poetry.


		
		
knows the lyrics to a contemporary song and can sing for you.
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knows a well known Nova Scotian poet
and can name works by this poet.
can add the missing words “I must go down to the sea again, to the lonely sea and ____________, and all I ask is a tall ship and a star to steer her ____________”.
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can recite an autumnal poem.
can make a statement that is exaggerated and can tell what this figure of speech is called.
writes poetry and will share with you something he/she has written or tell you about one poem that he/she has written.
likes poetry and will tell you why he/she likes it.




can provide five words that describe a birch tree in the autumn.
can revise their own poetry  from poetry that you like to say to yourself or other people that is you. Think-Share- Pair)  What about lines you used to say to anyone, at some point in your life? Why those lines, and in what context do you like to say them? Tell.
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knows several different poetic forms and can name four of them.
will share with you one “outstanding” poetry learning experience that happens in her/his classroom. (Will e-mail you this poetry learning experience—space to write e-mail address)
________________________________________________
knows interesting biographical information about a poet and will share three pieces of information with you.
can list five words that illustrate the feel/texture of an autumn leave, a piece of birch bark. 
knows a famous children’s poet and can tell you the name of one of this poet’s works.
can recall a time when poetry was useful–either to say or give to someone and will tell what the occasion was and what the poem was.
can recite and perform actions to Langston Hughes’ “Dreams”. (Holdfast to dreams ...
Can think of a poem that he/she read which paints a picture in his/her head and will describe to you the scene that he/she visualizes when remembering the poem.


